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Abstract 

The Ergonomics branch of the Architectural/Interiors Department of PEDCo E & A 
Services Inc. is growing at a rapid rate. In order to accommodate this increase in demand, a more 
efficient process for gathering and reporting data is needed to streamline the process and increase 
productivity. Streamlining Ergo is a Web-based database application project that allows for 
faster and more accurate data collection directly from the user. Prior to the development of this 
application, data collection was completed via excel sheets e-mailed to- and from the user. The 
data was then imported or typed into the current database by the Ergonomics department. The 
application is developed using Apache, MySQL, PHP and the Smarty template engine. This 
application was created to allow users to input their data into various forms and have that data 
inserted directly into the database . Streamlining Ergo reduces the amount of duplicate data entry 
and improves reporting of pertinent data. The application will increase the efficiency of the 
Ergonomics consultation process, allow for a faster and more accurate response to users ' 
requests, and increase productivity to tacilitate the rising demand for Ergonomic solutions. 
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l. Statement of the Problem 

Recently there has been significant growth in the Ergonomics Department at 

PEDCo E & A Services (PEDCo). This increased growth has put a strain on the current 

system. The Ergonomics Department currently uses an Access database to store the data 

they collect while assessing and recommending ergonomic solutions. This database is a 

stand alone Access database that is stored on a network drive. It can only be accessed by 

one individual at a time. This database has become extremely outdated and requires the 

user to input duplicate data in various different places. The database consists of many 

unused fields and inconsistent data. There is also a great deal of undocumented Visual 

Basic for Applications (VBA) code that does not function the way it was intended and is 

difficult to maintain. These problems make the system extremely inefficient and difficult 

to usc. 

Ergo at PEDCo is a program that was created by GE Aircraft Engines (GEAE) as 

a resource forGE employees to provide them with a simple, common sense approach to 

office ergonomic situations (7, p. l ). The reason behind the program was that it would 

create a safer work environment for its employees and would result in less off-time due to 

injury. The program would also aid in worker retention ; if an employee is comfortable 

and happy at work, he/she will be more likely to stay ( 13). 

When the program was first started, it was assigned to an individual in the 

Architectural/Interiors department at PEDCo as an additional task to his/her normal 

workload. As the program grew and became more popular, more and more time was 

being spent on the program. This continued until Ergonomics was the only task he/she 
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had time for. Recently the program has grown to such a degree that PEDCo had to hire 

an additional person to the Ergonomics program to help with the increased demand (8). 

Initially, all correspondence and forms were filled out on paper and transported 

back and forth between the two companies. When the amount Of paper correspondence 

began to become unmanageable, a database was created to store the information 

electronically. This database was created using Microsoft Access and VBA by an 

AutoC AD drafter in his spare time. Over the years, it has been added to piece-by-piece 

by a number of individuals, some of which had very little database experience. The 

result is a poorly designed database with undocumented programming, unnecessary or 

unused fields, and faulty code. This makes the data entry confusing and time consuming 

The in formation gathering and data entry employ a number of steps. The process 

begins with aGE employee making a request for an ergohomic solution. Currently, a 

request is processed in a number of different ways. Some examples are as follows: 

• The employee can contact a manager at GE who will in turn contact the 
Ergonomics department at PEDCo. 

• He/she can make a request via E-mail. 

• He/she can make a request in person if an Ergo representative is already 
on the site. 

• A representative from Ergo calls the individual who made the request to 
gather more information. This initial information is then manually typed 
into the Access database. 

• Ergo then E-mails the Comfort Level Assessment Form Excel sheet to the 
individual to fill out and return via E-mail. 

• The completed form is then imported into Access. 
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• The Ergo representative then calls the employee to set up an appointment 
to conduct a site evaluation of his/her workspace. This information is 
input into the database after the Ergo representative returns to the office. 

• Ergo contacts and orders any needed equipment from Loth Furniture MBI 
and then Ergo inputs the information they receive from Loth into the 
database. 

• Once the case has been completed, a survey is sent to the employee. If 
returned, it is also imported into the database (5). 

Sometimes the information that is collected is not complete. The in formation 

may also be in a different format than what is expected. For example, one person may 

write the date with the month spelled out while another may use all digits sepa rated by 

hyphens . The current system does not have means in place for data validation before 

entry to the database ( 8 ). 

2. Description of the Solution 

My so lution to the Ergonomics problem at PEDCo is the creation of a Web-based 

application that is attached to a new database. The database was created using 

technologies already available to the company and is done in such a way as to be easily 

maintained by the Systems department at PEDCo. The Web site is hosted over the 

already existing T I line that connects GE to PEDCo. The new system stream lines the 

Ergo process, allowing for more efficient data entry and reporting. 

The application has a user login page that governs what the user is allowed to sec 

and do with the application. The GE group is permitted to initiate a request, add a new 

request, edit an old request, view the status of their requests , and cancel a request. The 

Ergo group is able to do all the tasks that are available to the GE group for any of the 

requests, as well as open and close cases, order products, add information about s ite 
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visitations, and view informative reports about the data that has. been collected. Some of 

the reports include checking open cases, viewing new requests, viewing overdue requests, 

and viewing assessment data for certain requests. The Administration group has full 

access to a II aspects of the application. They are able to make any changes to the 

information, the database, or the Web site. 

The system consists of a dedicated machine running SUSE Open Enterprise 

Server 9 (SUSE OES). An upgrade license is available so that the products that are used 

can be updated to the most recent versions . MySQL was chosen as the Database 

Management System to be used for this project. PHP is the programming language that is 

used to create the dynamic web pages. Apache is the Web-server that is used to host the 

Web site. These technologies were chosen because they were bundled with SUSE OES 

and do not incur any additional cost for their use (2). Some key features of this solution 

are as follows: 

• The Login feature controls what the user can access based upon his/her role . The 
Login checks for already existing user names. 

• GE users are able to create a user profile to access secure areas of the Web site. 

• PEDCo employee users are created by the Systems department to ensure that the 
security of the data is not compromised. 

• GE users are able to create multiple requests and check on the status of those 
requests . 

• PEDCo employee users are able to view reports on Open Cases, Completed 
Cases, New Cases, and summaries of pertinent information. 

• Data validation techniques are used to check the data before it is entered in to the 
database. 

• Systems employees have administrative access to the database and Web-site. 

I 
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2.1 User Profiles 

Three kinds of users access the Web site. The first group consists of the GE 

employees that make Ergo requests. The second group is made up of the employees in 

the Ergo department at PEDCo. The third group is the Administration group that is made 

up of the individuals in the Systems Department at PEDCo. 

GE Users 

GE users will contact PEDCo for an Ergonomic solution. They will access the Web s ite 

through a link that is given to them by their supervisor. They will log in to the Web s ite 

and if they are not existing contacts in the database, they will be given the opportunity to 

create a new user. Otherwise, they will be allowed to make new requests and check on 

existing requests . 

PEDCo Ergonomics Employees 

PEDCo Ergonomics employees can view reports, make changes to the data, and enter 

additional information. They can also make contact with the GE user through e-mail 

links if any additional information is needed. 

PEDCo Systems Employees 

The third group of users is the PEDCo Systems employees who have administrative 

access to the Web site code and database to make any necessary changes. They are 

responsible for maintaining the database , Web site code, and creating new PEDCo users. 

10 
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2.2 Design Protocols 

2.2. t Organizational Scheme 

The Ergo Web site is divided into three sections based upon the three user roles 

previously described. Each user will access the Web-s ite and log in . When the user togs 

in, he/she sees the appropriate links associated with his/her rote. The functions for each 

user can be seen in the use-case diagram in Figure t. 

2.2.2 Database Design 

The database for this project consists of a number of relational tables with one-to

many and many- to-many relationships where necessary. The main focus is the Request 

table which contains foreign keys to all the information regarding a particular request. 

Most of the tables have indexed auto-incrementing keys for faster searching. The 

database des ign is shown in Figure 2 below. 

2.2.3 Interface Design 

The method for moving through the Web-site is through a series of links located 

in the left-hand frame. These links are available according to the profile of the user that 

is logged in . Depending on the profile, an appropriate template is shown in the left ti·amc 

containing the links available for that user. Interaction with the database is conducted 

through the use of buttons. 

II 
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CLA Ergo Database 
PK CLAID 

Phone Profile 
Fax 
Buildin£ PK PrQfil!;liD 

Floor Customer ... 
Column .. Profile Name 

JobDesc PK CustiD t CompO ate 
FuncTimelength FK1 ProfileiD 

Evaluator 
ComponentNurr cPassword 
DeptManager FName PK Ev!!I!.!S!IQriD 
Primary Task LName 
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Computer Email 
ControiPace ePassword 
OtherOfficeEquip 

t LastEyeExam 
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Doctor Eva I 
Evaluator 
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TiredAchyE yes Intensity 
ltchyDryEyesOften Requesl FK"1 RequestiC 
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~ 

WateryEyeslntensity Meeting Time 
DifticultySeeingOfter Site MeetingPiace 
DifticultySeeinglntensity Log Date 
HeadachesOften .... Reasor 
Headaches Intensity ~ RepeatCase 
NeckOfter Notes 
Neck Intensity rStatu~ Survey 
ShouldersOfter CaseCompDate 

PK l2!.!rv~l£10 Shoulderslntensity FK3 CustiD .. 
UpperBackOften FK1 CLAID 

SurveyCompDate UpperBacklntensity FK2 SurveyiD 
MidBackOfter SurveySentDate 

Midbacklntensity SurveyAvailable 

LowerBackOften UnderstandRequesl 

LowerBacklntensity SupportCommunication 

ButtocksOfter ErgonomicDesigr 

Buttockslntensity Furniturelnstal 

ThighsOften GEAECRMaintenance 

Thighslntensty PromptAnswer~ 

Leg sOfter Satisfactior 

Legslntensity Comments 

FeetOften Purchase 

Feetlntensity Beneficia 
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Figure 15 Database Design 
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2.2.4 Color Scheme 

The color scheme for this project matches the current PEDCo Web site color 

scheme. The background color of the content pane, which shows the data and allows for 

user interaction, is white to ensure visibility. The company logo and banner follows the 

current schemes and the left-hand frame that holds the user links follows the same color 

scheme as the banner. 

3. Oeliverables 

The following deliverables were the result of the design phase on the Ergonomics 

Web site: 

I. A back-end RDBMS using MySQL; 

2. A Web interface developed using PHP; · 

3 . Authentication forGE Employees, PEDCo Employees, and Administration 

Employees; 

4. A navigation bar along the side of every page for easy navigation based upon 

the user's role; 

5 . Unique forms and reports requested by the user; 

6. Ability forGE Employees to: 

a. Create and update user profiles . 

b. Make multiple requests. 

c. Enter Comfort Assessment data. 

d . Enter Feedback data. 
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7. Ability for PEDCo Employees to: 

a. Setup and update visits or evaluations. 

b. Make recommendations for solutions 

c. Check on requests that are pending or completed for specific or all 
users . 

d. View reports on specific data 

R. Ability for Administrators to: 

a. Create and Update PEDCo employees. 

4. Design and Development 

The next sections describe the project's timeline and overall budget. 

4.1 Timeline 

The project provided many hurdles and learning opportunities . Below is a 

description of my achievements in the Senior Design Sequence. 

4. I .1 Senior Design I Accomplishments 

A detailed timeline that covers everything that is to be worked on through the end 

of Senior Design I is shown in Figure J. During Senior Design I, the basis of the project 

was laid out. The project was researched through employee interviews to discover the 

needs ofthe system. The database and the initial Web site design were implemented . 

S~ rt Fi•S1 ti>J 6"05 ~4."05 Jali ."06 Jal29. "(Xi Feb26. "!li Ma"26."ffi Air23.06 May 21."1Xi 

I ~;rch Tlu 11/17/05 Mm5'1/ffi 

Popaxll ald Pre.enlatrm Ttu ttit7i05 rtu 1t11no5 

S€Mlrcorligt.ralion rtu t2/t!l5 Fn 1213/05 

4 DiaiB.e Plamlf!i ard ces!Jl Tlu 12/1!)5 Fn 12/JO/ffi 

5 w.rste Rammg ard £:e9!1' Mml/2/ffi lfii>:I:Yi iffi 

6 GU £:es'7' Mol ;,2Q,Q6 Fn 3110/06 

7 m-5te Progamng Mm 1/16!)6 Mm5'1iffi 

8 T!Sif!l Mm 4'3/ffi Mm5'1 /1Ji 

Figure 16 Sl~nior Design I Timeline 
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4.1.2 Senior Design II Accomplishments 

A detailed timeline that covers everything that is to be worked on through the end 

of Senior Design II is shown in Figure 4. 
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Figure 17 Senior Design II Timeline 
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4.2 Budget 

·.~~ Jl, '~ 
r r j ~ \t r 

The budget for the proposed system is shown in Table land Table 2 below . 

Table I shows the budget for the labor for the project and Table 2 shows the budget costs 

for the hardware and software for the system. The hardware for the system already exists 

and the Open Enterprise Server that is to be used is also already available . Apache, 

MySQL, and PHP are technologies that come bundled with OES (2) . 
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-----~Nare Tcta ecst B3saine VcriCilCe /lctui - - R€rrar1- ---
Create database $528.00 $528.00 $0.00 $440.00 $88.00 

o-s:te ct:tcrnse em tct)es $440.00 $440.00 $0.00 $440.00 $0.00 
Enlff test ct:ta $88.00 $88.00 $0.00 $0.00 $88.00 
catcrnse ~ae $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 

Create user interface design $704.00 $704.00 $0.00 $704.00 $0.00 
resta"Ch cdcr schemes $176.00 $176.00 $0.00 $176.00 $0.00 
wise ~B;Je lay rut $440.00 $440.00 $0.00 $440.00 $0.00 
desigl \1\kb-site fiON $88.00 $88.00 $0.00 $88.00 $0.00 

Dellelop W!b -site $1,848.00 $1 ,848.00 $0.00 $968.00 $800.00 
GE Cre<te profile $528.00 $528.00 $0.00 $528.00 $0. 00 

Q-s:te fcnn fa- p-tfile crootirn $528.00 $528.00 $0.00 $528.00 $0.00 
FEDCo crs:te err-Payee $a54.00 $a54.00 $0.00 $0.00 $a54.00 
Q-s:te fcnn fa- Assessm:nt $440.00 $440.00 $0.00 $440.00 $0.00 
O"s:te fcnn fa- d'Eckirg req.ests $176.00 $176.00 $0.00 $0.00 $176.00 
Q-s:te r~ fa- ct-ed<irg req.ests $440.00 $440.00 $0.00 $0.00 $440.00 

Testirg $704.00 $704.00 $0.00 $0.00 $704.00 
Vlk>rk on Report $1BS.OO $0.00 $495.00 $495.00 $0.00 

R-cjoct Desaipim $55.00 $0.00 $55.00 $55.00 $0.00 
R-qoct SjtJim $55.00 $0.00 $55.00 $55.00 $0.00 
UsE!" R--ctiles $55.00 $0.00 ' $55.00 $55.00 $0.00 
D3slg-J Rctocds $55.00 $0.00 $55.00 $55.00 $0.00 
D:ilivffct)es $55.00 $0.00 $55.00 $55.00 $0.00 
lirreine $55.00 $0.00 $55.00 $55.00 $0.00 
catcrnse Oesig-1 Dagan $55.00 $0.00 $55.00 $55.00 $0.00 
B..d;)et $55.00 $0.00 $55.00 $55.00 $0.00 
RrishR~ $55.00 $0.00 $55.00 $55.00 $0.00 

Sbritr~ $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 
R-esertctirn: Serio- Desi II $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 

Table I Budget for Senior Design II 

Task Name Total Cost Baseline Variance Actual Remaining 
Meet ings $66.00 $1 ,358.50 ($1,292.50) $66. 00 $0.00 

Meeting 1 $22.00 $22.00 $0.00 $22.00 $0 00 
Meeting 2 $22.00 $22.00 $0.00 $22.00 $0 .00 
Meeting 3 $22.00 $22.00 $0.00 $22 00 $0.00 

Ed it database $297.00 $297.00 $0.00 $297.00 $0.00 
Add Fields to Request, Products Tables $60.50 • $60.50 $0.00 $60.50 $0.00 
Enter test data $88.00 $88.00 $0.00 $88.00 $0 .00 
Database complete $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0 .00 $0.00 

Develop Web -site $2, 508.00 $2,497.00 $11. 00 $2, 508.00 $0.00 
Move fields from New User Form to CLA $88.00 $88.00 $0.00 $88.00 $0.00 
Add Off site vs Onsite distinction $88.00 $88.00 $0.00 $88.00 $0.00 
Add request Form Between User and Clt $176.00 $176.00 $0.00 $176.00 $0 00 
Create Evaluation Form $176.00 $176.00 $0.00 $176.00 $0.00 
Create Products Form $176.00 $176.00 $0.00 $176.00 $0 .00 
Create Survey Form $176.00 $176.00 $0.00 $176.00 $0.00 
Create Request Report $176.00 $176.00 $0.00 $176 00 $0 00 
Create Totals Report $176.00 $176.00 $0.00 $176.00 $0.00 
Create email notification $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 

Testing $1,479.50 $1,479.50 $0.00 $1 ,479.50 $0.00 
Edi t user interface $1,479.50 $1,479.50 $0.00 $1,479.50 $0.00 

Fix and test Login feature $121.00 $121.00 $0.00 $121 .00 $0 .00 
Adjust layout according to testing $176.00 $176.00 $0.00 $176.00 $0.00 
Beautify Web site interface and CSS $352.00 $352.00 $0.00 $352.00 $0.00 
Fix link navigation $88.00 $88.00 $0.00 $88.00 $0 00 

Work o n documentati on $550.00 $0.00 $550.00 $550.00 $0.00 
Revise Project Description $55.00 $55.00 $0.00 $55.00 $0.00 
Revise Project Solution $55.00 $55.00 $0.00 $55.00 $0.00 
Revise User Profiles $55.00 $55.00 $0.00 $55.00 $0.00 
Revise Design Protocols $55.00 $55.00 $0.00 $55.00 $0.00 
Deliv erables $55.00 $55.00 $0.00 $55.00 $0 .00 
Revise Ttmeline $55.00 $55.00 $0.00 $55.00 $0.00 
Revise Database Design Diagram $55.00 $55.00 $0.00 $55.00 $0 .00 
Budget $55.00 $55.00 $0.00 $55.00 $0 .00 
Proof of Concept $55.00 $55.00 $0.00 $55.00 $0.00 
Finish Report $55.00 $55.00 $0.00 $55.00 $0.00 

Submit report $0.00 $0.00 $0 .00 $0.00 $0 .00 
Presentation : Senior Desi n II $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0 .00 $0 .00 

Table 2 Budget fo r Senior Design Ill 
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10 Resruce Nare Typ:l rvataia CCGt flctLEI CCGt 9anird Rete OJ atirre Rae 
6 l..cb:j 

1 ttl Randy Work $0.00 $0.00 $11.00'hr $11.00'hr 
2 Wfb&fver rvataia HcrcMa"e $1 ,00J.OO ro.oo rooo 
3 Qal Enterpise !:ever rvataia &ftwre $349.00 ro.oo ro.oo 
4 11n:he Mltaia &ftwre rooo ro.oo ro.oo 
5 A1P Mltaia &ftwre ro.oo rooo ro.oo 
6 tv\'32 Mltaia OO'vS ro.oo ro.oo ro.oo 
7 Ccm:dim (T1) Mltaia ~ rooo rooo snoo 

Tahle 3 Budget for Project Resources 

5. Proof of Design 

I have developed a database backend using MySQL and implemented access to 

the database via a Web site developed in PHP. The user logs on using an email address 

and a password that is encrypted to ensure security. Depending on the profile associated 

with the user, he/she will have access only to the areas of the site that is associated with 

that user proft I e . 

~ PED(o l H A SE'rvlc£>o;, Inc h q_onomlcs Moz illd Firefox 

~· ; : ~ ;-

PI<:DCo [ & .\Services to.~~ 

\Yelcome to tht> PEDCo E.~ A St>nict>'>. Inc. 
Ergonomic \Veb-site. 

Figure 6 HQme Page with login 
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The fields associated with the login test for a valid user lD and password and 

provide error messages if incorrect data is detected. After the users log in, they are shown 

one of three templates that contain the links that are available to them. A user with 

general access is able to create a new Comfort Level Assessment that describes his/her 

environment as well as update his/her user infom1ation. When the users wish to update 

their information, the Web site automatically pulls in their data and populates the fields 

with the current data. This also allows them to update their password if it needs to be 

changed . 

.. ... , ... 

PEDCo E & .\ Services toe. 

Figure 7 User Data for Updating 

If a user does not have a preexisting profile, he/she can create one via the Register 

User link below the login. Admin users can login and have full access to the site. One of 

the usc cases for the admin user is the creation of a PEDCo user. An ad min user can 

create and update the PEDCo employees that use the system 

20 
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Figure 18 Employee Chooser 
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Figure 1.9 Update Employee 
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The Start a New Case process has four steps starting with the initiation of the 

request and description of the reason (Figure 10). The next three steps gather the Comfort 

Level Assessment Data. The first step prompts the user for some general information 

about his/her work environment. The next two steps ask the user to input the comfort 

levels for visual and bodily discomforts. Once all data is entered a Completed Page is 

shown to let the user know that the process is complete. 

. .., t.J 

• • .. ·c -,, ··~ . ,.,... ..~~ ... •· . ) : .• - :! :~~ 

+ PEOCo E & .\Services toe. 

-.,., ~· ' • ~ '~ -)I 
~ . -''' . 

· ,..,: r t'_ .,.~.,,...' 

Figure 10 Request Initiation Form 
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Figure II Comfort Level Assessment 

Once the user has completed the Comfort Level Assessment and has received 8 

solution to the ergonomic problem, the user can return to the Web site and complete the 

Feedback Survey. This allows the Ergonomics Department to keep track of it level or 

service and quality and to make changes to the program for continual improvement. 
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Figure 20 Fcedhack Survey 
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Once a user has initiated a request, a PEDCo employee can then begin to take 

action on the request. The first step would be to set up an eva luation date and time. 

Once the evaluation has been created it can then be updated as needed by choosing the 

Update Evaluation button from the menu. Each request can have multiple evaluations so 

a drop down box is provided to allow the PEDCo user to choose which evaluation he/she 

wants to change (Figure 14 ). 

- ..,tj 

PI::L>Co E & .\Services lnc. 

1 c-~m ;~~~;~~.'~~~~:~·r:r::1 d. 
~ ::. · ~· .:: c~ •. , ..,, r :o;.t 
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Figure 21 Request Chooser 
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Figure 22 Evaluation Chooser 
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Figure 23 Evaluation Form 

The PEDCo employee also has the abi lity to check on requests that have been 

' -' 

posted by the end user. The PEDCo employee chooses the request from a drop down box 



and is then taken to the corresponding request. From her he/she can update any of the 

data about the request as well as set the status and completion date . The Check Request 

form contains all the forms from the user entry in just one form in order to simplify the 

viewing of one speci fie request. 

•.. 
-.:: r· ; . .. : -.~ 

+ t>lt><o t & \ Scnices lnc. 

?-. ·-:- U.-:- r:U. ~.u; :'<r- .. · 

----·-1 
--· ~·· .... 
• "'"1 •••• '~-, 

( . to n e rl'll Tnrorenttti•HI 

Figure 24 Check Request 

The PEDCo employee also has access to two reports . The first is the Billing 

Totals report. This report sums up and counts the number of requests or cases between 

user specified dates and then displays those results grouped by status and site location . 
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Figure 25 Billing Totals 

The second report is the Status Report. This collects a number of pieces of 

important data between user specified dates from the database and displays them 1n an 

easy to read format. 
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Figure 26 Status Report 

6. Testing Procedures 

The development of the Ergo Web-site followed an iterative cycle. The cases of 

use were developed as modules and each one was tested thoroughly before and after 

being integrated into the whole project. Data entry was tested with correct data first and 

then tested again thoroughly with incorrect data to make sure that corrupt data is not 

making it to the database. The inserted data was verified for accuracy by checking the 

database tables to make sure that the correct data was entered in to the database as well as 

using echo statements to print the values of certain variables to the screen . This helped to 

track the variables through the program and determine errors and data loss . 
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7. Conclusion 

This project was developed to solve a growrng need for a more streamlined 

process of gathering data from the end user and reporting only the data that is needed . 

The Web site is visually simple and easy to use with intuitive buttons for user options. 

Users are only allowed access to the Web pages that are approved for their profile . To 

prepare the project I used a program called SciTE to create edit the files . The graphics 

were created using Macromedia Fireworks MX. MySQL was used for the database 

backend and phpMyAdmin was used to manage the database . The project was completed 

over the three quarter Senior Design sequence. The project fultillcd all the deliverablcs 

and testing of each deliverable was conducted to ensure usability . 
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